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Print. Download full movie: India 720p: Inside
Out: Official Trailer.Just when I thought I had a

pretty good handle on the second half of
Avengers: Endgame, I woke up this morning to

the news that Lord Strange's (Cumberbatch) first
appearance in the Marvel Cinematic Universe had

been revealed. As we know, Tony Stark's AI
assistant, A.I. is based on a lot of Marvel comics

and Steven Strange is one of them, so it's no
surprise that Strange appears in Endgame. What
is a bit of a surprise is that in an interview, Star

Lord (Chris Pratt) talks about Strange in the
movie. Here is what Pratt told Collider: "He's in it.
He's so funny. His character is so funny and has

such a cool presence. You know, when we all saw
Strange at the end of Captain Marvel, he's one of
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the most powerful Marvel characters, really,
except for Iron Man. I love seeing his interactions

with Tony and the fact that Tony treats him so
disrespectfully. It's such a fun little scene. It's fun
seeing him. You know, even though he's just two

or three scenes, he's so funny. Of course, he's
really gonna play a big role in Endgame." So, in

general, Strange is dead set against the
Avengers because he doesn't trust them, but
being a fellow sorcerer, the fact that he can
defeat Thanos (Josh Brolin) gives him a bit of

sympathy in Endgame. The actor also gives us
some insight on how he was able to get into the
role. He mentions that Strange's magic doesn't

work very well in the MCU, which most likely
explains why he was never a big character, but

he was able to get the
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